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1) The regular cost of a new pair of sneakers is $129.90. The sneakers 
are on sale for 20% off, what do you have to pay in TOTAL for the 
sneakers?
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Extra Practice 4 


Lesson 5.4: Sales Tax and Discount 


1. Suppose you are in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. 


a) Find the sales taxes on each item. 


 b) Calculate the selling price, including taxes. 


  i) a pair of running shoes that costs $89.60 


  ii) a box of golf balls that costs $24.86 


 


2. The regular price of a skateboard is $74.99. 


 Find the sale price when the skateboard is reduced by: 


 a) 30%  b) 25%  c) 60%  d) 50%  


 Calculate each sale price, including taxes of 13%. 


 


3. Suppose you are in Watson Lake, Yukon. 


For each item below: 


 a) Calculate the discount. 


 b) Calculate the sale price, before taxes. 


 c) Calculate the sale price, including taxes. 


  i) Notebook computer: Regular price $1598, now 20% off   


  ii) Digital camera phone: Regular price $158, now 15% off 


 


4. Suppose you are in Port Moody, British Columbia. 


For each item below, calculate: 


 i) the percent decrease in price 


 ii) the sale price, including taxes 


  a) a television marked down from $1488 to $1100   


  b) an electronic game marked down from $56.84 to $49.99 


 


5. A camera shop in Lloydminster, Alberta, reduced the price of a digital camera by 10% at the end 


of the first week, by 20% at the end of the second week, and by a further 20% at the end of the 


third week. The original price of the camera was $625. 


a) Calculate the sale price after 3 weeks.  


b) Calculate the sale price, including the sales taxes. 


 


6. During a 15% off sale, the sale price of a garden bench was $84.99.  


What was the regular price of the bench? 


 


7. A furniture store offers two choices of discount on a sofa with a price of $1250. 


Choice A: 15% discount 


Choice B: $200 rebate 


Which is the better deal for the customer?  


Justify your answer. 


 


 


Master 5.24 
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Calculate Each 


1. Find 170% of 58. 


 


    2. Thomas walked his dog for 37 minutes today, 4 more minutes than yesterday.  


Write as a percent his walking time today compared to his walking time yesterday. 


Round your answer to the nearest percent. 


 
 


    3.  A number is decreased from 67 to 27. Find the decrease as a percent. 
 


 


    4.The number of members in the Math Club is increased from 114 to 268.  Find the increase as a percent. 
 


 


    5.At the beginning of 2005, the town of Richmond had 900 residents. The rate of population growth after that was  


      estimated to be 0.6% per year.  Calculate the population of Richmond at the beginning of 2007.(after 2 years) 
 


 
 


 6. a) Write 15.5% as a fraction in simplest form and as a decimal. 


             b) Write 6
3


4
% as a decimal then a fraction in simplest form.  


c) Write 0.54% as a fraction and as a decimal. 


d) Write  as a decimal and as a percent. 


e) Write 0.003 as a fraction and a percent. 


 
 8. A candy bar has a mass of 44 g and contains 11 g of sugar.  


What percent by mass of the bar is sugar? 


 


  
 9. If 85% of the regular price is $21.10, then what is the regular price?  


 
 10. There are 23 000 workers in a factory. The management decides to reduce the workforce by 18%.  


How many workers will the factory lay off? 


 


 11. Write the numbers in order from least to greatest. 


7


20
, 0.38, 


9


25
, 32% 


Explain your strategy. 


 
 12. The Grade 8 students of a school must take on one of these activities:  


sing in the choir, play in the school band, or take part in a drama.  


There are 21 students in the choir, 24 in the band, and 15 in the drama club. 


What fraction of the students are involved in each activity? Write each fraction as a percent.  


 
 16. An antique vase was priced $120. After 5 years, the value of the vase has increased by 20%. 


What is the new price of the vase? Show your work 
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